Culture, Community, Craft
The 2015 Intel Agile and Lean Development Conference
is five days of sessions and events designed to improve your success building new products and
services. Discover and explore the latest in agile thinking and leadership advancements from thought
leaders, change agents and practitioners who deliver inspiring keynotes, in-depth tutorials, and a
wide range of conference classes. Whether you work in a small company or a large enterprise, we’re
structuring the conference to address your most important challenges and connect you with industry
experts and peers.
Monday: Create the Foundation
The first day of the conference includes interactive
workshops such as ScrumMaster Foundations, Product Owner
Fundamentals, Introduction to Lean and Developing Coaches.

Tuesday: Support a Growth Mindset
Tuesday is dedicated to digging a bit deeper and features
sessions such as Applied Complexity, Story Mapping
and Refactoring.

Dates:
April 13–17, 2015
Location:
Intel Jones Farm Conference

Wednesday: Acquire the Fire

Center 2111 NE 25th Avenue

Get inspired to create meaningful change with compelling
talks from industry thought leaders such as Bjarte Bogsnes,
Jurgen Appelo, Scott Hanselman and Noopur Davis.

Hillsboro, OR 97124

Thursday: Build the Future

Registration:

Unlocking organizational agility requires re-examining current
thought models and building new ones. Thursday includes
workshops on topics such as Culture Hacking, Management
3.0, Strategic Leadership and Collaborative Workspaces.

intel.regsvc.com/t141

Friday: Reflect and Review
The last day of the conference is an opportunity to reflect
on the week through participant-selected “Encore” sessions
in case you missed a session from earlier in the week. We’ll also
hold a number of interactive technical sessions, including Mob
Programming and Code Retreat.
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Cost: $300

